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In the Mediterranean, Minorca fell after a most gallant
defence of six months, which ended only when the garrison
had been reduced by losses and disease to under 600 men,
but all the Allied efforts to reduce Gibraltar by attack, both
by land and by sea, failed before tihe resolute and resourceful
defence of Heathfield and his garrison of 7000 men. In the
grand attack on September 13, 1782, no less than 40,000
enemy troops, 200 guns, 47 ships of the line and many smaller
craft took part, but made little or no impression on the fortress;
and with the arrival of British reinforcements and supplies in
October the Allied pressure slackened and gradually died away.
When the news of the conclusion of hostilities arrived • in
February 1783, the siege had lasted over three and a half years.
It is perhaps the one episode throughout the war on which we
can look back to-day with unalloyed satisfaction.
The terms of the Peace of Versailles, though harsh enough,
were less severe than might have been expected. Besides
the American colonies and some territory which had hitherto
been regarded as part of Canada, we lost only Tobago to
France and Minorca and Florida to Spain. Apart from this
there was a mutual restitution of conquests, and it is probable
that in the long run our foes, by the crippling of their finances,
the revelation of governmental corruption and incapacity, and
the effect of the hardships of the war-on their people, suffered
through their victory more serious and lasting consequences
than did Great Britain through her defeat.
The War of American Independence is hardly a chapter in
our history on which we can look back with any great satis-
faction, but the army, at all events, has no particular reason
to be ashamed of it. The men proved at Bunker's Hill and
at Guilford—to cite two examples only—that they had lost
none of their fighting qualities ; Howe, and Clintorii Burgoyne
and Carleton all gave evidence on occasion of considerable
powers of leadership ; and among their subordinates Tarleton,
Cornwallis and Rawdon deservedly gained high reputations,
which the two latter we. j destined fully to maintain in wider
spheres. In truth the British army in America was faced with
a task of unexampled difficulty, for a parallel to which we must
go to the South African War of 1899-1902 ; and in both cases
it gave proof of a readiness of resource and power of adaptability
which has hardly been appreciated as it deserved. If the same
can hardly be said of the conduct of the war from the higher
standpoint, the fault lay largely with the Government of the
day, which permitted itself in the early stages, at all events,
an undue interference with its chosen commanders in matters
which properly lay within the latter's sphere. Later on, when

